In this paper, we first establish interior and boundary maximum principles for degenerate elliptic-parabolic equations; we state both principles in one single theorem in terms of the propagation set (cf. Theorem 1). We next generalize the boundary condition to Venttsel's one and obtain the similar result (cf. Theorem 2). Venttsel"s boundary condition contains Dirichlet, Neumann, oblique derivative and mixed boundary conditions as special cases and, from a probabilistic point of view (cf. Venttsel' [9]), it is the most general admissible boundary condition. We give several examples in the last section.
1. Introduction. Let M be a ¿/-dimensional C°° manifold with boundary dM. (U, <j> = (xx, . . . , xd)) denotes a chart of M, i.e., <f> is a C°° diffeomorphism of an open set U on M onto an open set (¡>(U) on R^. = {(xx, . . . , xd) G Rd: xd > 0}. We often call <b = (xx, . . ., xd) coordinate system on U and identify M with R+ on U. For a vector v in the tangent space TX(M) at x, with x G dM, we say that v is tangential (resp. transversal) to dM at x if v G Tx(dM) (resp. £\ Tx(dM)) and further, we say that v points into (resp. out of) M at x if for some chart ( U, <j>), with x£\U, (d4>)xv G R* (resp. gRI), where RÍ = {(xx, . . . , xd) G Rd: xd Sg 0}.
By A we denote a degenerate elliptic-parabolic operator on M with real C°c oefficients; this means that on each chart (U,<j> = (xx, . . . , xd)), A is expressed as 
where Sd denotes the class of symmetric positive semidefinite d X d matrices and C°°(i/, Sd) (resp. CX(U, Rd)) is the set of all Sd (resp. Revalued C°° functions on U. For a chart (U, $ = (xx, . . . , xd)) we consider vector fields *>-u»--%m-
y=i "-V on U and define a mapping AA \ U, which assigns a subset of TX(M) to each point x G U, as follows: For each x G U, v G (A^lí/Xx) if and only if v G TX(M) and u = 2 \*i(*) for some A0 G R+, \ G R, 1 < i < d, /=o where R+ = {t G R: r > 0). The mapping AJt/ is invariant relative to C°°-smooth (nonsingular) coordinate transformations on U (cf. Lemma 4) , though each of the vector fields A0, A",, . . . , Xd on f/ is not invariant. Thus we may define a mapping A^ on M by the relation:
AA -AA\U on every chart (U, <f>).
The mapping A^ is not a distribution on M (in the sense of differential geometry) unless A^ = -A^ on M.
We call a vector v G AA(x), with x £\ M, A-diffusion vector (resp. A-drift vector) at a: if -ü G A^(jc) (resp. -v G A^(x) \ {0}). Following Fichera [3] , we classify the boundary dM into four parts: Since all ,4-diffusion vectors are tangential to 3A/ on dM \ 23, any /I-drift vector never points into (resp. out of) Af on 22 (resp. 2,). Hence dM = U'j-o 2,-and 2,. n 2,. = 0 if » *j.
By £ we denote Venttsel"s differential operator on the boundary dM (cf. Venttsel' [9] ) with real C°° coefficients; this means that for each chart (U, <f> = (xx, . . . , x¿)), with dM n U ¥^ 0, B is expressed as
,j=i 3*,3*y , = i 3x,.
on 3Af n U and a = (a'J)(d-l)x(d-X) G C°°(3A/ n I/, Sd_x), ß = (ßx,...,ßd)£\ Cx(dM n U,Rd), ßd > 0,
where S^., denotes the class of symmetric positive semidefinite (d -1) X (d -1) matrices and C°°(3A/ n U, Sd_x) (resp. C°°(dM n C/, Rd)) is the set of all S¿_, (resp. Rrf)-valued C°° functions on 3AÍ n U. For a chart (U, <f> = (x,, . . ., xrf)), with 3A/ n U =£ 0, we set r0-2U' y-i 9*, / 9*, 3x/ and define a mapping AB|(3A/ n U), which assigns a subset of TX(M) to each point x G 9A/ n £/, as follows: For each x G dM n t/, t> G (AB\(dM n t/))(x) if
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and only if v G TX(M) and d~\ v = "^ Pi Y¡(x) for some p0 £\R+, p¡ £\R, I < i < d -1.
Modifying the proof of Lemma 4, we can show that the mapping AB\(dM n U) is invariant relative to C°°-smooth (nonsingular) coordinate transformations on U. Thus we may define the mapping AB on dM by the following relation: &B = (&n\(dM n U)) on 3Af n U for every chart (U, <¡>) with dM n «7 ^ 0.
We call a vector u G AB(x), with x G dM, B-diffusion vector (resp. B-drift vector) at x if -d G AB(x) (resp. -v G AB(x) \ {0}). Clearly every /¿"-diffusion vector is tangential to the boundary 3Af and any 5-drift vector never points out of M. We set TV = (x G 22 u 23 : All i?-drift vectors are tangential to 9M at x}, where 22 u 23 is the closure of the set 22 u 23 relative to the topology of dM. Unless otherwise specified, we assume that TV is a (d -l)-dimensional regular C°° submanifold of 9A/, with boundary dN.
The case dim TV < d -2 will be discussed in §5. We consider the following sets on the boundary 37V: T3 = {x G 37V: At least, one of B-diffusion vectors is transversal to dN at x}, T2 = (x G 37V \ T3: At least, one of ¿"-drift vectors points out of TV at x}, T, = {x G 37V \ T3: At least, one of 5-drift vectors points into TV at x}, T0 = {x G 97V \ T3: All ß-drift vectors are tangential to 97V at x}.
As in the classification of dM, we can show that 37V = U/_0 T, and T, n T = 0 if i *j.
A propagation vector field A is a vector field on M such that X never points out of M on dM (5) (i.e., at each point on dM, either A is tangential to 3A/ or points into M) and such that A G A,, on (A/ \ TV) u T2 u T3, X G AB on TV, where T2 u T3 denotes the closure of the set T2 u T3 relative to the topology of 3TV. By £ we denote the set of all propagation vector fields. We define a subset X, (resp. 3y of 3E as a set of all propagation vector fields X satisfying the following conditions:
-X(x) G A^(x) if x G T2u T3 and A"(x) G 7;(3TV)
where 923 is the boundary of the set 23 relative to the topology of dM. An Hk-propagation vector field X, k = 1, 2, is a propagation vector field A" which belongs to the class 3ck. We call a curve x(t), 0<t<T(0<T<,oo) on the manifold M ^-propagation path, k = 1, 2, if there is a vector field X G 3Et such that
A is a C ' vector field on a neighborhood of (x(f) G (M \ TV) U T2 u T3: 0 < t < T) on Af and A is a C1 vector field on a neighborhood of {x(t) G TV: /g-, 0 < t< T) on TV.
An £k-propagation path is oriented by the parameter /. In fact, x(-t) may fail to be an 3Lk-propagation path for some 3ik-propagation path x(t). For a point/? G M we define the 3Lk-propagation set Sk(p), k = 1, 2, as a set of all points q G M such that p and q can be connected by a finite chain of £k -propagation paths running from p to q, i.e., q G Sk(p) if and only if there is a finite sequence of 3E¿-propagation paths {x'(/), 0 < t < 7;.}'_0 satisfying x°(0) = p, lim,T7-x'(f) = x'+1(0), 0 < i < / -1, and lim^j. x'(f) = q. By Sk(p) we denote the closure of the propagation set Sk(p) relative to the topology of Af. Since £k-propagation paths depend continuously on their initial conditions, Sk(q) c Sk(p) if q G Sk(p); thus the set Sk(p) is maximal in a sense. Interior and boundary maximum principles for degenerate elliptic-parabolic equations had been stated in various manners (cf. Bony [2] , Hill [4] , Redheffer [7] , Strook-Varadhan [8] and Myers [5] ). Theorems 1 and 1' contain interior principles of Bony, Hill and Redheffer as special cases and they are also generalizations of boundary principles of Myers. Amano [1] Theorem 1 is not a special case of Theorem 2 since Sx(p) is not always contained in S2(p).
As is well known, the maximum principle provides a routine method for proving the uniqueness of classical solutions. The following theorems will illustrate how the global property of the diffusion and drift vectors may be connected with the uniqueness question. We required C°°-smoothness in (2) and (4) only for simplicity. It will suffice to assume the following instead: M and TV are C3 manifolds with boundaries, (alJ)dxd£\Cx(U,Sd), (bx,...,bd)£\C\U,Rd) (2') and (a'V-Dxfrr-i) e C\dM n U, Sd_x),
We can also replace the C '-smoothness conditions in (7) and (8) by local Lipschitz continuity conditions.
2. Preliminaries. In this section we shall give six basic lemmas. Let us take two charts (U, (xx, . . . , xd)) and (U, (xx, . . . , xd)) of the manifold M and assume that on (U, (xx, . . . , xd)) the differential operator A is expressed as (1) and on ({/, (x,, . . . , xd)) expressed as A= %5«^-+ip±.
Lemma 1 ([1]). Assume that a(t) G C'(R, Sd
,j=i 3X.9X,. ,= , 9x,.
On the chart (U, (xx, . . ., xd)) we consider vector fields A0, A",,. . . , Xd defined by the differential operator B is rewritten as on dM n U, where
Hence we have aiJ = äiJ, ß' = 0, 1 < i, j < d -1, ßd = ßd > 0 on 9A/ n U = {(x" ..., x,) e £/: x¿ -0}. 
this is a contradiction. Case (ii). We choose V so small that TV n K = 0 and fix a chart ( V, (x,, . . . , xd)). Then B is expressed as
ä=2 «"iV+S^f-ß">o, 
Clearly, when q G dM,
We first consider the case that -X G AA on (M \ TV) u T2 u Ty Proposition 1 shows that the inequalities (18), (19) and (20) Proof. By X we denote the 3E,-propagation vector field satisfying the conditions (6), (7) and (8) . Since A is C '-smooth on a neighborhood of /? on Af and X never points out of M on 9Af, we can show, by Lemma 3, that for some small T > 0 independent of n = 1, 2, . . . there exists a sequence {x(/,/?"), 0 < t < T}™_x of 36,-propagation paths satisfying {x(t,pn): 0 < t < T) c M,
In view of the result proved in Step 2 of the proof of Theorem I, us u(p) on each X,-propagation path {x(t,p"): 0 < t < T). Hence, letting n -» oo, we obtain the desired result. for every <?" = (qx, . . . , qd_x, qd) = (qx, . . . , qd_x, 0). Let us consider integral curves xk(t, q") = (xx(t, q"), . . ., x¿(t, q")), 2 < k < r + I, I < n < oo, defined as follows:
where Xk = 1.dZ\ akJd/dxp 2 < / < r + 1. As in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 1, using Lemma 3, Proposition 1 and the assumption (23), we can show that the function u identically equals u(p) on each integral curve xk(t, q"), 2 < k < r + 1, 1 < « < oo. For convenience sake we set /?" = (/??,...,/?;)
By Lemma 2 and the inequality (24) we obtain 2 (pi)2 < 00) IW + o(i)f (*,")2 + '2 (ft" and Bf(q) > 0. In case 2yl2 dalJ(q)/dxj > 0, by Lemma 6, we have the desired contradiction. In case daXk(q)/dxk < 0 for some k = 1, . . . , r, as in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 1, we arrive at the desired contradiction. The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete.
4. Proof of Theorem 2. Throughout this section u denotes a solution of Venttsel"s value problem (10) in C2(M), and we assume that u attains the maximum at a point p on M. We fix a chart ( U, (x,, . . . , xd)), with /? G U, and identify M with R+ on the neighborhood U of p. When p G 22 u 23 \ TV we may assume, by Lemma 5 , that in the coordinate system (x,, . . . , xd) Venttsel"s differential operator B is expressed as
,J=, 3x,.3x, dxd on dM n U = {(x" . . . , xd) G U: xd = 0).
The basic idea of the proof of Theorem 2 is essentially the same as that of Theorem 1. Instead of Proposition 1 we use the following proposition. 
